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Summary 
This article collates information relating to hum 
and how it is caused within a valve amplifier.  

Hum is the addition of any AC mains power 
related signal to the output signal of the 
amplifier.  The main hum ingress mechanisms 
relate to valve heater powering, DC power 
supply ripple and noise, and 
electrostatic/magnetic coupling. 

Most commercial valve amplifiers exhibit 
negligible levels of hum, due to careful design 
and manufacture.  A faulty or failing part is the 
usual reason for objectionable hum appearing in 
a commercial amp.   

Vintage and DIY amps, and amps modified for 
higher gain, may have noticeable hum, leading 
the owner to search for the main hum source or 
sources, so as to suppress them.   

Vintage signal sources had a high noise level 
relative to signal that typically masked vintage 
amplifier hum.  Nowadays the hum from a 
vintage amp can be more noticeable as it won’t 
be masked by signal noise. 

Connecting a modern efficient speaker to a 
vintage amp can make amplifier hum easier to 
discern than with a vintage speaker.   

This article doesn’t focus on signal sources 
connecting to an amp, or how best to connect 
those sources.   

The Appendix provides advice on fault-finding 
hum in a valve amplifier, which may assist in 
tracking down a problem or the dominant origin 
of hum. 
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Hum sources 
AC mains power typically passes through a power transformer, with secondary AC heater windings providing 
heater power to all the valves, and a higher voltage winding used to provide B+ power to the amplifier stages.  
There are many possible ingress mechanisms for AC power related signals to couple into the signal being 
amplified, and not from just internal to the amp.   

Hum problems usually relate to three general ingress mechanisms: 

• Valve heater powering 

• AC to DC rectification, filtering and power distribution 

• Electrostatic and magnetic coupling and layout 

The hum signal typically includes specific frequencies related to the mains fundamental frequency ‘f’, including f 
(50Hz or 60Hz), 2f (100Hz), 3f (150Hz), and a smattering of higher harmonics at n.f (where n>3).  Hum can 
also include other frequencies that are unrelated to f, but are related in some way to the AC powering process, 
such as inter-modulation of any signal frequency with a mains harmonic (ie. a form of vibrato modulation), 
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specific circuit resonances, or even signals or interference borne on the mains AC system. 

Valve Heater Powering 
Each valve needs a heater to raise the cathode temperature sufficiently for it to efficiently emit electrons.  For 
input stage valves, that typically places a 6V AC voltage in very close proximity to low mV signal circuitry.  This 
section describes how AC heater power related signals can couple into the amplified signal.   

Directly heated cathodes 
Early in the 1900’s, valves were only available with cathodes that also functioned as the cathode heater.  
Filament was the term used for a directly heated cathode, but is also used for the heater in an indirectly heated 
cathode.  As the cathode was in close proximity to the input grid, the heater AC voltage easily couples in with 
the grid signal, causing hum in the amplified output of the valve stage.  A giant of the times, Terman (Radio 
Engineering, 1932 [1]) described four mechanisms that generate hum related signals for directly heated 
cathodes: 

#1.  Non-symmetric heater-to-grid capacitance between each end of the heater causing a difference 
current to return to the cathode via the grid leak resistor [2].  This mechanism is proportional to heater 
voltage and frequency components, grid leak resistance, and capacitances.  Hum signal is predominantly 
at line frequency (=f). 

#2.  Magnetic field of heater current deflecting electron flow away from anode, due to the left hand rule.  
This mechanism is proportional to heater current.  Hum signal is at twice line frequency (=2f). 

#3.  Voltage difference to ends of heater changing the amount of emission from the cathode at that end.  
This mechanism is inversely proportional to anode-heater voltage, and proportional to heater voltage.  
Hum signal is at twice line frequency (=2f). 

#4.  Inter-modulation of any input signal by the hum signal. 

A humdinger can usually reduce #1 hum to a negligible level.  Measurements have 
shown that #2 hum is very low [3].  Mechanism #3 appears to be the significant hum 
issue observed in amps. 

Although the hum signal is predominantly related to the mains frequency (either the 
fundamental frequency f, or twice the fundament = 2f), the heater voltage often has a 
significant level of waveform distortion (both from the incoming mains voltage 
waveform, and from the transformer impedance interacting with the B+ rectifier 
current pulses), which means higher frequency harmonic components may be 
available to couple in as well. 

Nowadays, one continued use of directly heated valves is in hi-fi with DHT (directly 
heated triode) valves like the 2A3, 45 and 300B, but only for the output stage.  Even 
in the output stage, hum ingress can be noticeable, and many have used DC 
powering of the heater to side-step the issue of hum with those valves. 

 
Figure 1. 

Indirectly heated cathodes 
The change to indirectly heated cathodes in the 1930-40's has had the following influences on hum generating 
mechanisms #1-3: 

#1.  The cathode, which is now a separate tube encasing the heater, minimises the difference in 
capacitance between the heater ends, and the grid, as the majority of the heater length now has effectively 
the same voltage as seen from the grid, due to the cathode acting as a shield.  Each unshielded end of the 
heater forms only a small stray capacitance to the grid.   

Brimar 12AX7 application report [4] indicates cathode-to-heater capacitance is about 4pF 1, and grid-to-
heater capacitance is about 0.15pF.  The EF86 has an even lower grid-to-heater capacitance specification 
of no more than 0.0025pF, due to careful shielding of the heater wiring.  Valves with top-cap g1 grid 
connection, with special screening such as the 6BS7, can provide even lower grid-to-heater capacitance.  
A humdinger can usually null out any residual grid-to-heater capacitive imbalance, so this mechanism is 
easily managed.  Dual heater valves (ie. 12AX7) typically have a physically large 'centre' tab (pin 9), and 
this significant asymmetry may be noticeable when comparing hum from 6V versus 12V heater circuits.   

 
1 Author calculated a net Ch-k ≈ 2.9pF and Rh-k ≈ 85MΩ with one sample based on heater voltage frequencies 
ranging from 50Hz to 30kHz, and accounting for a test fixture with 0.4pF and 200MΩ leakage impedance. 
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#2.  The loop area of the heater that causes a magnetic field to extend into the main electron 
path between cathode and anode is minimised.  The closely folded ‘U’ shaped heater wire 
within the cathode will generate some stray field due to asymmetry of the wire, and whether 
the wire is single ‘U’ or double helix, and any such stray field is very close to the electron 
path, and only partly shielded by the cathode.  The base section of the heater has a much 
more open loop area, and the loop area depends on the pinout arrangement of the valve. 

The 5879 pentode was introduced in 1950 with a double-helix spiral wound heater filament to 
reduce this hum generating mechanism compared to previous heater types.  Not only does 
the filament form a ‘U’, it also twists the filament wires along the length of the ‘U’.  The 7025 
(12AX7 equivalent) and EF86 also uses this filament type.  The EF86 keeps heater pins (4,5) 
and internal supports close together, and includes a shield around the heater.    Figure 2. 

 

There is evidence that the EF37 (which didn’t have a double helix heater) in a low signal level application 
had increased hum when the structure was magnetised, and the hum was removed by demagnetisation 
[42].  It is plausible that magnetising some internal structures increased their incremental permeability and 
so assisted in modulating the electron flow due to the residual heater magnetic field.  The EF37A included 
a double helix heater. 

#3.  The ends of the heater (external to the cathode shield) that are capable of emission to the anode are 
quite short and often isolated from the anode by a mica spacer.  Also, improvement in cathode emission 
efficiency has meant that any residual heater emission has a diminished effect. 

However, an indirectly heated cathode introduces two new hum generating mechanisms. 

#5.  The heater and the inside of the cathode shield tube form a capacitor, and hence ac voltage variation 
between portions of the heater and cathode will cause a capacitive current to flow.   

The total capacitance from heater to cathode for each triode of a 12AT7/ECC81 is 2.5pF, and for a 12AX7 
is 4pF.  Only part of that capacitance couples hum current from heater to cathode, depending on the AC 
voltage developed along the length of the heater-to-cathode interface, and dissimilar distance of heater 
wire to the cathode wall along the length of the ‘U’.  Similar to #1, a humdinger or centre-tap effectively 
nulls any dissimilar capacitive AC current flowing to the cathode along the length of the heater ‘U’.  

#6.  The heater and the inside of the cathode shield tube are not made of highly emissive material, but a 
hum current still flows between them due to emission and the absolute voltage variation between portions 
of the heater and cathode during the heater AC voltage cycle.   

This hum current flows in a typical cathode biased circuit to the ground return for both heater and cathode 
power supply circuits.  The voltage difference between heater and cathode has a significant impact on the 
emission flow.  Terman [1] plots the current-voltage curve characteristic for two surfaces in a vacuum 
where one surface is sufficiently hot (ie. the hot cathode in a diode valve).  When the heater-cathode 
voltage differential is low, the resistance is relatively low with operation of the two electrodes in the space 
charge limiting region (similar to the normal on-voltage region of a diode valve).  But as the voltage 
difference exceeds 5-10V then the resistance increases as voltage saturation sets in and all electrons 
emitted from the negative electrode are collected at the positive electrode.   

In 1936, Klemperer [5] measured this heater-cathode resistance for a number of different valves.  For a 
heater and cathode with negligible impurities, the resistance characteristic is somewhat symmetric around 
0V, with the role of 'cathode' and 'anode' electrodes swapping between the heater and the cathode tube - 
as both electrodes are equally hot and have similar emission when acting as a ‘cathode’.  RCA described 
hum sources in 1938 [46], and identified that hum output of a cathode biased gain stage peaked as 
cathode-heater voltage difference approached 0V (ie. heater-cathode resistance was lowest), and hum 
output was suppressed as voltage difference was increase (of either polarity).  Kock [36] summarises the 
influence of heater bias in the extract shown in Figure 3. 

The advantage of elevating the heater to a DC voltage, typically +20 to +60VDC, can now be appreciated, 
as the resistance between heater and cathode is at a much higher value compared with the lower valued 
resistance when there is no heater elevation.  Even when the ac heater voltage swings from peak to peak, 
the absolute voltage difference between a part of the heater and cathode is going to be biased well away 
from near the zero volt region due to the elevation voltage.  Some circuit configurations inherently elevate 
the cathode voltage by a substantial positive level, such as a cathode follower stage, a cathodyne/split 
load PI stage, and a cathode biased output PP stage.  With the cathode elevated, a heater at 0V is 
negative, which is likely to be just as effective, but the issue of heater-cathode voltage breakdown within 
an amplifier usually dictates the need for a positive heater elevation.  
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Figure 3.  Extract from [36], by D.G. Kock, 1952.  Figure also in March 1952 Radiotronics (reprint of Tele-

Tech Feb 1951 article on 5870 pentode). 
 

 

 
Figure 4.  12AX7 heater-cathode resistance. 

 

Measurement of heater-cathode resistance for a batch of ten old 12AX7 from a variety of manufacturers 
shows the variation to be expected [6].  Some samples show generally low resistance, whilst others are 
eminently high.  Some samples show symmetry around 0V, whilst others have higher resistance when 
negative biased or positive biased.  All samples measure total h-k resistance of > 100MΩ, and many were 
> 1,000MΩ.  The variable response at 0V bias is partly due to measurement resolution and the 
decay/polarisation effect due to changing a static test condition, but may also be due to non-zero electron 
emission current at 0V [7].   

Many forum threads indicate that the TungSol re-issue 12AX7 consistently exhibits hum in preamp stages, 
which can be alleviated by heater DC voltage elevation. 
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A 1957 patent [8] focussed on the heater ‘burn-in’ process used during tube manufacture.  The data 
showed that 12AT7 heater-cathode resistance at ±100VDC was > 600MΩ for nearly all valves after aging 
with the patented technique, but normally there may be a significant percentage of valves in the range 
10M - 300MΩ.  Of interest is that the technique may be capable of restoring a poor or degraded valve. 

In general, life test studies have shown that heater-cathode leakage level increases with operation, due to 
migration of impurities.  Large batch studies have also shown that leakage levels can vary between 
samples by up to 100:1, and that is likely due to the distribution of impurities in the aluminium oxide 
insulation, and due to variations in the degree of heater contact along the cathode tube length. 

There is also a tungsten filament oxidation process occurring over time when there is significantly high 
positive Vh-k present at the touching points of the heater assembly to the inside cathode wall, which can 
lead to shorting between the filament and cathode [44].  Similarly, there is a much slower oxidation 
process between the cathode nickel wall and the heater assembly for high negative Vh-k.  These 
processes are slow and polarity dependant, and although their impact is mainly related to shorting, they 
may well be influencing the heater-cathode resistance differently with respect to Vh-k polarity, and be very 
dependent on application history of a particular valve (perhaps as evidenced by some of the results in 
Figure 4).  A convenient way to measure Rh-k is to use a modern Insulation Resistance meter set for an 
appropriate test voltage (eg. 100Vdc is ok for many valves), with the heater powered by a separate supply, 
and to swap meter test polarity to identify any asymmetry in resistance values. 

Some vintage moulded valve bases can have relatively low material resistance, and reduce pin-to-pin 
resistance to just a few MΩ.  However, a typical non-black socket from ≥ 1960’s would present pin-pin 
resistance in excess of 10,000MΩ, and ceramic or PTFE should achieve 10x higher [9]. 

 
Figure 5.  Heater loop entering cathode in 12AX7. 

 
Figure 6.  EF86 heater pins 4,5 with screen 
behind, above and below. 

 
Figure 7.  EF86 double helical heater. 
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Hum ingress in an input triode stage 
The following table summarises the heater hum coupling paths into an indirectly heated triode amplifier stage. 

Hum mechanism Main contributors Hum ingress voltage Main solution 

#1  (heater capacitive 
coupling to grid) 

Ch-g (heater to grid capacitance) 
Zg  (input source impedance) 
heater ground path 
heater driving voltage 

Vg (grid voltage) Humdinger 

#2  (em coupling) Heater wiring loop area and current Nearby receiving loop Wiring layout 
#5  (heater capacitive 
coupling to cathode) 

Ch-k (heater to cathode capacitance) 
Zk  (cathode impedance) 
heater ground path 
heater driving voltage 

Vk (cathode voltage) Humdinger 

#6  (heater resistive 
coupling to cathode) 

Rh-k (heater to cathode resistance) 
Zk  (cathode impedance) 
heater ground path 
heater driving voltage 

Vk (cathode voltage) Humdinger 
 
Elevated DC 
voltage 

Table 1. 
The diagram in Figure 8, from [10], illustrates the hum current paths related to mechanisms #5 and #6 in a 
circuit with a humdinger and optional elevated DC voltage.  The equivalent circuit makes it easier to follow the 
two main hum current paths, but is just a very simplistic representation of a much more complex layout formed 
by the typical ‘U’ shape of the heater element inside a cathode tube. 

  

Figure 8.  Humdinger equivalent circuit. 
The heater voltage is a sinewave, and when one end of the heater winding voltage is different from the other 
end, current flows directly through the heater resistance, and directly through the humdinger pot resistance, 
back to the heater supply winding.  However, there are also parasitic hum current paths, as shown by the 
current loop arrows.  One hum current path shown passes through the top half of the heater resistance, 
seeping across the heater-cathode interface via net local contributions of Ch-k and Rh-k, and then passing 
through the cathode bias impedance to 0V, and through any heater elevation supply if used, and returning 
through the bottom half of the humdinger to the other end of the heater supply winding.  The second (dashed) 
hum current path shown passes through the top half of the humdinger, and through any heater elevation supply 
if used, and through the cathode bias impedance and seeping across the lower half of the heater-cathode 
interface via net local contributions of Ch-k and Rh-k, and returning to the other end of the heater supply winding.   

The resulting voltage across the cathode impedance caused by those parasitic hum currents represents the 
hum ingress signal.  Tuning the humdinger pot can null the two hum current levels through the cathode 
impedance, and hence null the hum voltage.  A null may not be achieved with a CT, or simple fixed resistor 
humdinger, or even with a humdinger pot due to irregularities like heater voltage waveform distortion.  Any 
remnant hum signal depends on the voltage available to drive hum current, the impedance of the hum current 
loop, and the impedance of the cathode bias element.  The impedance of the loop is dominated by the effective 
(net) values of Ch-k and Rh-k, which are higher in impedance than the base values as only part sections of the 
heater length are implicated when there is a net imbalance.  Bypassing the cathode bias resistor can 
substantially reduce any remnant hum, and would certainly tame higher frequency mains harmonics.  

Grounding the cathode (to eliminate cathode bias impedance) would require either using a high resistance grid 
leak, or a fixed bias connected to the grid.  Capacitive coupling to the grid would be more noticeable with a 
higher value grid leak resistor, although a tuned humdinger may be able to effectively null that hum. 

Baxandall also investigates hum in a cathode biased triode input stage in a 1947 WW article on high-gain 
amplifiers [11].  The article illustrates the lowering of one aspect of the hum waveform by elevating the heater to 
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+4.5VDC.  In general, it should be better to AC bypass (ie. capacitor filter) the elevated DC supply, as any hum 
or noise signal on the elevated heater supply voltage is in series with the heater supply voltage and so adds to 
the voltage driving hum/noise currents.  Baxandall doesn't use an AC bypass in his preamplifier circuit as it can 
be insignificant if derived from a filtered B+ supply.  

In some amplifier designs, like the Dynaco ST70 and Mk VI, the heater winding CT is not directly connected to 
ground or an elevated DC voltage, but rather appears to be floating (which is not normally a recommended 
practise).  However, the common heater supply is effectively sitting at an elevated and bypassed DC level due 
to the multiple high resistance connections through each valve’s Rh-k connection.  Some valve cathodes are 
near to zero volts, whereas as others are elevated, and so the heater supply will sit somewhere between the 
range of cathode voltages.  The value of C can be small, as the RC time constant is so high due to the various 
Rh-k being so high in value.  The voltage on C can’t easily be measured, as meter input resistance will affect the 
reading, and its value is dependent on the various Rh-k. 

Hum mechanism #1 occurs from the heater AC voltage 
coupling across stray capacitance to the grid.  Screening 
between the heater and grid is enhanced within the valve 
socket by using a socket with a central spigot, and grounding 
the spigot.  If needed, additional small screens can be 
soldered to the spigot to provide enhanced shielding around 
the grid pin, and including the anode pin [12]. 

Even in dual triodes, the internal arrangement of pins and 
wiring used for each triode are subtly different, and Philips 
ECC83/12AX7 datasheets recommend using the triode with 
pins 6,7,8 to achieve a lower hum. 

 
Figure 9.  Socket with spigot & collar 

A 1952 study by RCA [41] provides insight to hum coupling by fitting an electrostatic shield between heater and 
cathode in a 1620 pentode – not a practical manufacturing option, but worthy of the effort made.  

Older octal input valves with a grid top-cap will have lower hum coupling to grid from the heater, but are more 
susceptible to hum picked up from transformer stray fields (valves like glass envelope 6J7 usually came with 
split-metal covers).  Many vintage amps did not use shorting signal input sockets, so hum is to be expected 
unless the socket is upgraded. 

Heater to anode capacitive coupling can be a concern due to pin assignment (given that heater to grid coupling 
is screened by other pins).  A 6AU6 pentode application note makes g2 the anode, and ties anode and g3 to 
cathode, so as to provide balanced screening of both grid and g2 from the heater [13]. 

If hum is not significant, then just one side of the heater need be grounded (preferably a heater pin that is the 
next pin to a control pin on the input valve), and bypassing each heater with a capacitor may attenuate higher 
frequency harmonics. 

If heaters must be connected in series, then ensure the heater of the input stage is at the ground end of the 
series heater string, otherwise that heater will have a higher AC voltage swing around ground than normal. 

Feedback around a stage that mixes the input signal with the feedback signal will attenuate hum that ingresses 
within the stage, but not hum that couples in with the input signal. 

Neutralisation 
Neutralisation can be used to null out a hum signal by carefully mixing into the amplifier the same hum signal 
but opposite in phase.  Gaydon [45] presents a circuit to mix -in-phase and out-of-phase heater signal in to an 
input stage.  The mixing needs to be done close to the point of hum ingress, and preferably before the phase of 
frequency components in the hum signal are modified by any amplifier stage filtering.   

From the 1940’s, the most common form of neutralisation is the 
humdinger.  With directly heated tubes in the output stage, a 
humdinger pot is typically used to obtain a better null than relying 
on the heater winding centre-tap.  Similarly, for preamp stages, a 
humdinger pot allows subtle differences in wiring and tube pin 
layout to be neutralised by altering the level of signal reaching the 
grid from each side (or phase) of the heater AC signal.  Often only 
the heater powering the preamp valves used a humdinger pot, as 
shown in the 1949 Williamson 807 clone circuit from Radio-
Electronics. 

 

 
Figure 10.  Humdinger pot. 
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In some situations, a local hum source is introducing hum into an 
amplified signal.  One of many techniques used in the 1940-50’s to 
neutralise hum caused by B+ ripple was to feed back some B+ 
ripple to an input stage grid, or screen (as in the example circuit in 
Figure 11 [14]).  That feedback signal is specific to the stage and 
amp, and may or may not neutralise the net effect of other hum 
contributors (perhaps generating phase shifted hum signals).  Also 
see p.1200 of RDH4 [28].  For the simple Silvertone 1431 SE amp, 
C1 was also used to neutralise output stage hum.  

 

 
Figure 11. Neutralisation. 

Very early amplifiers used an electromagnetic for the speaker, as permanent magnet material was not very 
strong.  The amplifier’s choke formed the electromagnet, but that introduced hum in the speaker output, so an 
additional humbucking winding was used to neutralise the hum, as illustrated in Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12.  Speaker with electromagnet and humbucking coil. 

 

In an amplifier with an SE output stage, where the B+ supply has significant ripple voltage, a small portion of 
the output transformer (OT) primary winding (YEL-RED) can be used to neutralise (humbuck) the ripple voltage 
seen across the main portion of the OT primary winding (YEL-BLU), as shown in Figure 13.  
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In practise only a small % of OT primary winding is 
required, with Hammond type 52 and 62 OTs providing 
a 3% tapping.  Neutralisation aims to equate the winding 
turns and ripple current products (N.I) for each portion, 
and the ripple voltage magnitudes seen at each end of 
the primary winding due to ripple current (anode 
resistance by ripple current in that portion equates to 
RC filter resistance by ripple current into preamp 
supply).  So for 50kΩ plate resistance, and 1.2kΩ filter 
resistance, a 1.2/50 = 2.5% tapping is anticipated. 

The winding turns and DC current product (N.I) through 
that YEL-RED winding provides insignificant offset to 
the DC idle bias current in the SE output stage, so there 
is no benefit for core saturation effects. 

Feedback would further help attenuate ripple introduced 
into the output stage, as power supply introduced ripple 
voltage appearing across the speaker appears as a 
‘distortion’ component within the feedback loop. 

Figure 13. Single ended output transformer with 
integrated choke winding 

 

AC used for Powering 
Rectifying the AC voltage from a power transformer secondary winding generates an AC waveform with a DC 
level.  Power supply filtering aims to attenuate the AC waveform component, to just leave a DC level to 
distribute to the amplifier stages.  However, the high level of AC power flowing within the rectifier and filter 
circuitry makes it difficult to lower the level of AC ripple on the DC supply to negligible levels before it is passed 
to amplifier stages.  The distribution of DC power by typical R-C sections, attempts to further lower any residual 
AC ripple voltage, but also has the role of isolating the AC signal currents to just the stage being powered. 

AC to DC Rectification 
A full-wave diode rectifier produces an output 
voltage waveform comprising a train of half-
sinusoids.   

The waveform has a DC level to generate the 
B+ DC supply.   

 
Figure 14.  Rectifier voltage waveform. 

Without any filtering, the AC voltage V and current passed to the load resistor R has harmonic levels of V/(n2-
1), and V/R(n2-1), where n=2,4,6... (ie. only even harmonics of the mains frequency) [15].  Levels of the low 
order harmonics reduce from a high level with n=2 (eg. 100Hz ripple), and although levels of higher order 
harmonics drop off rapidly, they do extend throughout the audio range and so need to be carefully attenuated.   

Any mismatch in the power transformer windings for a HT-CT-HT arrangement (eg. winding DCR differences), 
or between the diodes (especially valve diodes due to either diode conduction profile asymmetry or not using a 
heater CT with indirectly heated diode filaments), can cause some fundamental (n=1) frequency level to also 
pass through to the filter stages [43].  Coupling of ripple frequencies into the amp can be a major contributor of 
hum, and so filtering of the rectified waveforms is needed.   
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The disadvantage of a common silicon rectifier 
diode like a 1N4007 for rectification is that it 
can allow some current to flow in the reverse 
direction when the diode is turning off, which 
causes a short transient with high dI/dt at the 
end of the reverse recovery period.   

The extent of reverse recovery in a solid-state 
pn junction diode is very dependent on the rate 
of current change (dI/dt) at the time of turn-off, 
and the level of forward current being 
conducted just prior to turn-off.  The current 
waveform plots to the right [16] are for a high 
current diode in a switchmode circuit, and 
illustrate the influence of dI/dt (top plots) and 
forward current level (bottom plots) on the 
extent of the reverse recovery current, and its 
associated charge parameter Qrr (charge is a 
product of current and time).  Reverse recovery 
is a major issue for switchmode power 
supplies, where dI/dt (A/us) and current levels 
(A) are typically orders of magnitude higher 
than that experienced by a diode in a valve 
amplifier power supply.   

For a valve amp B+ supply, the current in the 
diode is a peaky short-duration half-sinewave 
(see Figure 19) that has fallen back to the load 
current level (eg. ~100 mA or so) at the time of 
diode turn off.  Diode current reduces from the 
load current level to zero in the time it takes for 
the voltage waveform to drop about 1V (the 
diode on-voltage).   

 
Figure 15.  Solid state diode reverse recovery. 

For a PT secondary 240VAC 50Hz sinewave, the voltage changes about 1V in at least 10µs, so dI/dt is in the 
region of 0.1A/10µs = 0.01A/µs, which is that slow that Qrr and any reverse recovery related dI/dt is 
insignificant, especially if UF4007 diodes are used, as they exhibit even lower levels of residual Qrr.  However, 
the diode does stop the secondary winding current from continuing to reduce through zero, and so the 
secondary winding current experiences an abrupt change in dI/dt from a low negative level to zero, especially 
for a solid-state diode with its low on-voltage and series resistance. 

In circuits with higher supply current (such as a heater DC supply, or a doubler rectifier for B+ in a high power 
amp), the transient disturbance caused by a diode turn-off may force a noticeable damped resonant current to 
flow in the power transformer secondary winding – that resonant waveform has a fundamental frequency 
related to circuit components, but is also repetitious at 2f – and can force a voltage step across the winding 
(see Figure 31).  A snubber circuit connected directly across the power transformer winding [21] is 
recommended to direct the transient winding leakage inductance energy through a minimised loop area, and to 
dampen the resonance quickly, rather than allow the transient energy to find other ill-defined pathways.  One 
common method seen to alleviate the inductive energy causing voltage spike that can permeate an amplifier is 
to allow current to bypass the diodes using a capacitor in parallel with each diode, or to use a Schottky diode 
with its inherently large junction capacitance – however that technique is not recommended as it allows 
transient current to loop through the filtering circuitry where it may egress in to the audio circuitry.  

A valve vacuum diode has no ‘reverse recovery’ effect, and so the forward current reduces to just zero, with no 
negative excursion.  But of more importance for B+ supplies is that a valve diode’s incremental resistance (rp) 
increases smoothly and significantly as the plate current level approaches zero, such as shown in the plot for a 
6H6 diode [17].  

This smooth change in resistance characteristic substantially alleviates the dI/dt step in the transformer winding 
and associated circuitry at the time of diode turn-off. 
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As such, there is usually no need to add 
snubber circuitry across B+ power transformer 
windings, as the winding shunt capacitance is 
relatively high and the series resistance of the 
high voltage winding is typically 100-300Ω and 
hence provides sufficient R-C dampening.  If a 
snubber is added, then a simple shunt 
capacitor of low value (1-10nF) may be 
effective.  

The relatively large on-voltage of a vacuum 
diode (compared to a solid state diode) also 
reduces the peak current level during diode 
conduction, and hence substantially changes 
the shape of the diode current waveform (lower 
crest factor, and longer conduction time).  Such 
a waveform has lower levels of higher order 
harmonics, and hence allows easier filtering of 
AC from DC. 

More detailed discussion of turn-off in [38]. 
 

Figure 16.  Valve diode V-I curve. 
 

Filtering AC from DC 
For a B+ power supply with a choke input filter, the AC 
voltage at the output of the diode rectifier is applied 
across the choke.  This choke filter is actually an LC 
filter, which increases attenuation of ripple 
frequencies, especially the higher order harmonic 
frequencies.  However typical power choke 
impedance starts falling above a few kHz due to self-
capacitance within the winding, so the attenuation rate 
of harmonics then slows down for the remainder of the 
audio range. 

Capacitors and chokes do not present zero or infinite 
impedance to harmonic current flow across the audio 
range.  The choke has a finite inductance, and with 
the output filter capacitance, the output ripple voltage 
is mainly mains second harmonic, as the higher order 
harmonics are more effectively attenuated. 

A typical vintage 10-14H choke with DC current rating 
of 60-125mA has an increasing impedance with 
frequency to about 3-5kHz, above which the self 
capacitance of the winding starts to lower the effective 
choke impedance [18]. 

Electrolytic capacitors exhibit a falling impedance at 
low frequencies, and then a near constant low 
impedance over a wide range of frequencies, before 
finally increasing due to parasitic inductance.  The 
180uF 400V capacitor impedance curve (coloured 
blue in Figure 18) indicates the impedance is still 
falling up to about 10kHz.  Valve amp filter capacitors 
are often only up to 50-100uF, so will have an 
impedance curve positioned higher, and the lowest 
impedance part may not go much below 1Ω.   

 
 

      
Figure 17   Choke input filter.  [Rectifier 

applications handbook HB214/D] 
 

Radial electrolytic capacitor packages have very low internal inductance, with capacitor impedance remaining 
low up to near 1MHz.  Paralleling an electrolytic capacitor with a poly or ceramic capacitor is not recommended, 
and can introduce high Q changes in impedance at higher frequencies.  Of importance is location and layout of 
the capacitor, to minimise circulating ripple and signal current loop areas and parasitic inductance of wiring. 

Current  
loop 
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In practise, caution is required when choosing 
electrolytic capacitors due to the low ripple current 
rating of small uF value parts, and due to the high 
peak voltage that can arise at power on.  Ripple 
current can be determined using PSUD2.  Many 
amplifiers require two capacitors connected in series, 
with parallel divider resistors, to cope with the high B+ 
voltage.  

Although the current through the choke is nearly 
constant, choke current commutates from one 
transformer half-winding to the other half-winding 
abruptly as the diodes turn from off-to-on, and on-to-
off.  This commutation can cause large transient 
voltages at the diode-to-choke connection point, 
especially when solid-state diodes are used for 
rectification.   

 
Figure 18.  Capacitor impedance. 

A low value shunt capacitor is normally used before the choke, to provide a smaller current loop for high 
frequency noise resulting from commutation dI/dt and the circuit inductances.  A tuned snubber across the HV 
winding may also alleviate commutation noise [21].  Stray capacitance between the transformer’s B+ secondary 
winding and the heater winding can couple rectification noise into the audio input stages as hum/buzz [37], so if 
multiple heater windings are available then use the outermost winding for input stage heaters. 

Chokes are preferably placed in the non-grounded side of the filter (eg. positive side), as noise will bypass a 
choke from CT to ground via the transformer’s secondary winding capacitance to ground [19]. 

If possible, connect the diode end wire to the choke terminal that connects to the innermost core winding 
layer, with the outermost winding layer at the near constant load DC voltage, so as to minimise local 
capacitive coupling to other parts.  Similarly, the transformer winding leading to the diodes need to be carefully 
located.  For a choke with no exposed windings (eg. flouro ballast), the terminal with lower capacitance to 
ground is preferably connected to the diode end to minimise stray current to ground. 

For a B+ power supply with a capacitor input filter, the 
current waveform through each diode and the filter 
capacitor has a high harmonic content, extending 
throughout the audio range.  As the capacitor has a finite 
capacitance, the output voltage has a ripple voltage 
comprising mainly the mains second harmonic, with the 
capacitor providing increased attenuation of higher order 
harmonics seen by the load (although not as effectively 
as a two stage LC filter). 

The high level of harmonic currents can cause hum 
through magnetic field coupling from the wiring loop 
around the diodes and filter capacitor and return to 
transformer.  

Due to the high current pulses through the filter capacitor, 
any parasitic resistance and inductance within the 
capacitor (known as ESR and ESL) and up to the points 
of connection to the load, will cause the DC voltage 
passed to the load to have additional AC rectifier noise 
voltages as well as the AC ripple voltage. 

   

 
Figure 19.  Capacitor input filter. 

The distributed nature of a vintage power transformer’s secondary winding leakage inductance, inter-winding 
capacitance and significant resistance can mean there is negligible benefit to adding a snubber circuit across 
the winding (or half-windings to a CT), especially when using valve diodes and for capacitor input filters. 

Additional passive filtering stages are in common use after the first main filter capacitor, to reduce the ripple 
voltage to a level compatible with the amplifier design and the circuitry being powered.  A CLC filter after the 
rectifier is common, with the additional LC filter attenuating ripple and noise before any amplifier stage.  In 
demanding situations, the L can have a parallel C across it that is tuned to the ripple second harmonic to 
enhance its attenuation [18]. 

Current  
loop 
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Additional RC filtering stages are also typically 
used.  Vintage amps often used star connected 
RC stages, as in Figure 20.   

Nowadays, RC filter stages are typically 
connected as a ladder, with the resistance in 
each filter stage causing a step down in B+ 
voltage applied to each circuit stage moving 
back to the input stage. 

When the supply decoupling capacitor for each 
stage is large, and the AC signal current is 
relatively small compared to the idle DC bias 
current through the valve, then the current 
flowing in the 0V ground lead between stages 
has almost no AC current due to power 
distribution.  Chassis mounted cans with 
multiple electrolytic capacitors in one can were 
common, but dictate using the can and chassis 
as a common grounding point, and can void 
the use of a single ground to chassis link. 

 

 
Figure 20.     Star connected RC stages [20] 

Any AC current flowing in the 0V ground wiring between stages will cause a small AC voltage across the 
ground wire resistance.  Ensuring the ground wire has low resistance, and is as direct as possible, minimises 
any hum or signal leakage voltage from adding to the previous stage signal voltage that is being coupled to the 
next stage. 

A high level of ripple voltage can be accommodated in the B+ supply powering a push-pull output stage (output 
transformer centre-tap), as the symmetry of the push-pull circuit effectively nulls that common ripple voltage 
when the amp is in idle and operating linearly in class A.  Trimming the DC bias current in each push-pull valve 
may null output hum from the output stage, which can result from ripple voltage and the mismatch differences 
in valve trans-conductance and output transformer windings. 

Additional active filtering is another means to attenuate power supply ripple voltage.  A few vintage amps used 
a regulator circuit – some designs regulated the main B+ supply, whilst some just regulated the screen voltage 
supply, due to its sensitivity to ripple, and its lower power requirement.  Nowadays, regulators can be made 
much more simply, and with better performance, using solid-state power devices like a power FET, without the 
need for an additional heater winding and valve socket.  For hi-fi amps that aim to replicate datasheet operating 
conditions, such regulated supplies are very appropriate.   

For guitar amps, the sag characteristic of an unregulated power supply is almost mandatory.  One method to 
lower the level of power supply ripple during idle conditions (when hum is most noticeable), but retain the sag 
and ripple characteristic during signal amplification, is to use a ‘top-up’ regulator that adds just enough current 
in to the main filter capacitor in the ripple valleys to suppress the ripple voltage.  The top-up regulator sources 
power from the common 5V rectifier heater winding, and dc/dc boosts it to a rail sitting above the B+ supply, 
and a power FET then linearly controls the current added to the B+ filter capacitor so as to fill in the ripple 
voltage ‘valleys’ [22]. 

 

Power Distribution 
Managing hum when distributing power around an amplifier requires an understanding of how and where 
current flows.  Within each amplifier stage that uses DC power, AC signal current will loop around the supply 
decoupling capacitor and the valve, as indicated by the red dashed lines in the schematic in Figure 21.   

The impedance of the supply decoupling cap needs to be small compared to the power distribution resistances 
that connect to and from other stages, in order to minimise AC signal current passing between stages and 
causing positive feedback.  ‘Motorboating’ is when positive feedback causes a slow oscillation, and often 
occurs in old amps when an electrolytic decoupling capacitor has degraded.  As the decoupling capacitance 
reduces, the capacitor impedance increases, especially at low AC frequency.  For example, a new 20uF 400V 
supply capacitor would have an impedance about 10x higher than the 180uF example in Figure 18, with the 
capacitor impedance rising to about 10kΩ impedance at 1Hz - the power distribution dropper resistor values 
are likely to be of similar resistance.  In an RC ladder form of distribution, the dropper resistor value typically 
increases along the ladder towards the input valve, as less DC current is consumed. 

Ground wire current (DC + AC) 

B+  
SUPPLY 

0V 
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The highest AC current in an amp occurs in the rectifier diode loop (or 
loops).  The next most significant loop would be the output stage. 

Merlin Blencowe provides a great presentation on grounding [24], 
including nice drawings of multiple star grounding.  R.G. Keen provides a 
nice schematic of star grounding a valve amp [27].  Radiotron Designer’s 
Handbook 4th edition [28] has a few technical discussions that are well 
worth reading. 

The awareness of hum in high fidelity amplifiers grew through the 1940’s, 
and books such as Briggs & Garner [25] were showing the use of local 
star grounds, compared to the common practise of soldering to the 
nearest convenient chassis location, or a multiple grounded heavy gauge 
bus wire meandering around the chassis. 

 

 
Figure 21.  Local star 

grounding [25] 

Mains side ingress 
The mains AC voltage 
waveform couples over to the 
power transformer secondary 
voltage waveform through 
normal transformer action.  
Although a power transformer 
frequency response is usually 
not as good as an output 
transformer, it is certainly into 
the kHz.  In addition, higher 
frequency signals can couple 
from primary to secondary via 
capacitive coupling.   

The example spectrum shows 
the no-load secondary voltage 
of a 10VA transformer – odd-
order harmonics are about 
35dB below the fundamental – 
due to the local flat-topped 
waveshape of the mains. 

 
Figure 22.  Mains voltage spectrum using REW V5.1 software. 

Some power transformers come with a single electrostatic screen, which forces capacitance coupled signals 
from the mains side, as well as signals from the amp side, to pass just through the shield connection to chassis 
ground, and not transfer to the other side.  The screen is benign to low frequency ‘noise’ coupling. 

The signals in the screen wire from the amp side include: 

• mains frequency from the secondary HT winding (usually placed next to the screen layer).  That HT voltage 
is large, but the frequency is low, so only a minor screen current flows to chassis, and then back through 
the chassis-ground link, and then back to the winding CT (in a typical full-wave CT configuration). 

• Mains harmonics and any rectifier resonant frequencies.  Those voltages are relatively low, but as their 
frequency increases, then so does the capacitive current flow. 

If the screen wire current is significant, then it would be better to connect the screen to a star ground point close 
to the power supply, and possibly better to make the chassis-ground link at the same point (so that mains side 
screen current doesn’t flow in the amplifier side ground).   

External interference conducted by the mains AC wiring is preferably shunted to chassis as quickly as practical, 
with a short direct connection of the screen wire to the star ground that is directly connected to chassis (ie. trim 
the screen wire to length, rather than coil any excess length). 

 

B+ ripple transfer to speaker output 
A push-pull output stage presents the B+ ripple voltage across each half-primary winding of the output 
transformer.  At idle, an output stage valve presents a resistance of circa 10kΩ (eg. 300V/30mA to 

Current  
loop 
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500V/50mA), and a half-primary winding presents an inductance of circa 10-25H (eg. 6-15kΩ impedance at 
100Hz).  So about 70% of the B+ ripple voltage will be presented across each half-winding.  The symmetry of 
the OT half-primaries, and the general matching of valve idle currents, will typically null out the hum voltage 
seen at the speaker winding.  In addition, any feedback from the speaker output around the output stage would 
further reduce that residual hum. 

A single-ended output stage simply transforms ripple voltage on the primary winding over to the speaker 
secondary, with no ability to null the ripple signal.  The output transformer primary inductance will typically be 
much lower, to allow a DC bias, so less ripple voltage will appear across the primary winding. 

Output transformers can have significant coupling capacitance from primary to secondary, due to the 
interleaved winding design, of hundreds of pF.  However at 100Hz, a 500pF impedance is about 3MΩ, so very 
little primary side ripple voltage will appear across the speaker resistance.  Even 10kHz noise on B+ would 
transfer little signal when capacitive coupling current is higher and speaker impedance is also likely higher. 

 

Powering heaters from a DC supply 
DC powering the heater of the input valve(s) can remove a number of opportunities for hum ingress. 

A method used in some vintage amps is to make the input valve(s) heater part 
of the cathode bias resistance in the output stage, as shown in Figure 23.  A 
typical input stage valve has at least a 150mA heater current rating.  For a 
push-pull output stage, then each output valve must idle with at least 75mA in 
order to allow 150mA heater current to flow.  The use of cathode bias for the 
output stage, and the minimum output stage bias current requirement, limits the 
type of amp that can use this technique.  In Figure 23 from a 1963 AWA PA872 
amplifier, two 12AX7 heaters in series provide about 24VDC bias to KT66 
valves.  Fisher used this technique from 1950 in their R-1, K-15 and Executive 2 
consoles that used a quad 6V6 output stage. 

Large audio frequency currents flow through the cathode bias bypass capacitor, 
so it needs to be located at the output stage so that those currents don’t pass 
through wiring near the input stage.  A fail-safe resistor in parallel with the 
heaters protects the output stage cathodes exceeding heater-cathode voltage 
rating if the heater circuit fails.  A concern with cathode bias heater powering is 
the rise in cathode bias voltage in class B operation, especially overdriven 
outputs for guitar type amps.  Some limiting of the cathode bias (or just the 
heater voltage) may be needed, such as with a zener-resistor. 

 
Figure 23.  Preamp heater 

powering. 

Generating a back-bias voltage in the CT leg of the B+ supply rectifier circuit was not too uncommon in vintage 
amps needing a fixed bias supply for the output stage.  The back-bias is generated across either a resistor or 
inductor (or nowadays a Zener diode) and so it too could be used for DC powering heaters (no examples are 
known of). 

A common method used nowadays is to rectify and filter a power transformer winding that generates sufficient 
DC voltage for the input stage heaters.  Using a full-wave bridge rectifier across a 6.3VAC heater supply, with a 
substantial capacitor filter, will generate about 6.3VDC at sufficient current for a single EF86, or 12AX7 wired 
for 6V heater.  However, the effective loading on the power transformer heater winding is increased (due to the 
rectifier current pulse waveform).   

Grounding the heaters is also not straight forward, as the DC heater voltage can’t be simply grounded if the AC 
heater side is also grounded (eg. by a CT).  If the power transformer heater winding CT remains as the heater 
ground connection then when the diode bridge is conducting, the CT (ie. ground) is effectively at half the heater 
DC voltage.  But with such a large filter capacitor, the DC heater voltage floats for a large portion of time when 
the diode bridge is not conducting.  If the DC side is grounded, then that should preferably be a humdinger, 
rather than just connecting the pos or neg end to ground, as the AC side heaters will then be symmetric to 
ground.  With AC side grounding, there may be some advantage then to also connecting the DC powered 
heater midpoint to ground (eg. pin 9 of a 12AX7, or a humdinger) via some resistance.   
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Electric and magnetic field coupling & layout 
Heater wiring layout 
Stray capacitance increases between a heater cable and a grid or cathode cable as the cables come closer 
together.  The amount of stray capacitance also depends on the dielectric of material between the wires.  
Locating a heater wire close to a grid wire for even an inch would add about 1pF [23], which is far more 
capacitive coupling than occurs in a 12AX7 valve and base.   

The level of hum signal from electrostatic coupling via the electric field depends on the AC voltage available to 
drive the hum current, and the impedance of the loop, which includes the series impedance |1/ωC| from the 
stray wiring capacitance.  This hum coupling mechanism is external to the valve, and similar to #5 above, and 
can be managed by careful design/layout. 

The AC heater current generates a magnetic field that can couple to a valve circuit loop by electromagnetic 
induction.  The level of coupled hum depends on the external field generated by the heater current in the heater 
wiring, and also by the amount of that field that passes through a sensitive circuit’s loop.  This coupling 
mechanism can also be managed by careful design/layout, and is influenced by: 

• A lower heater current lowers the field strength that can couple to other loops. 

• Twisting the heater cable dramatically reduces the nearby field strength.   

• A tighter twist pitch and reduced separation of heater conductors more rapidly reduces nearby field 
strength [26].  

• Reducing the ‘area’ formed by the sensitive circuit’s loop reduces the ability of the heater field to couple 
over. 

• Increasing the distance between the heater wiring and the sensitive circuit reduces the ability of the 
heater hum to couple over. 

 Figure 24. 

 
Figure 25. 
[Images: NI-Tutorial-3344, 2014] 
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Keep in mind that the heater voltage waveform 
may include mains source derived harmonics 
(eg. from a ‘flat-topped’ mains waveform), as 
well as rectification noise from the B+ supply 
that is coupled through common impedance 
paths in the power transformer and line, and 
across interwinding capacitance within a power 
transformer. 

A B+ power supply draws a high crest factor 
current waveform from the power transformer 
winding, as shown in photo (a).  The voltage 
waveform has a clipped top, due to many other 
devices drawing such current waveforms in the 
local mains network.  The harmonic spectrum of 
the voltage waveform shows that low-order 
harmonics up to about 650Hz are of significant 
magnitudes.   

 
Figure 26.      [Accuphase PS1200 brochure images] 

Due to transformer and mains impedances, the heater voltage can often have similar harmonics. 

Transformer layout 
The power transformer generates a stray magnetic field comprising a mains fundamental frequency, plus 
harmonics due to magnetising current and secondary rectification currents.  How the stray field from a typical 
transformer extends out to other components and circuits will depend on the transformer orientation, the 
addition of any bell-ends, and any nearby chassis.  A stray field exists due to current flowing in windings, so the 
level of stray field will increase with current level, and in particular for higher crest factor waveforms such as 
with ss diode rectification.  Stray field also increases when the core flux density moves into the saturation 
region, as can occur when applied voltage is higher than designed for (eg. primary voltage too high).  Most amp 
transformers are vertical style in order to reduce chassis footprint area, and usually include a bell end (for 
safety and ease of mounting more so than stray field reduction).   

As shown in the simulated magnetic field lines around a transformer winding on an isolated transformer core 
(see figure below), the stray field mainly loops around from one end of the winding layers to the other end (ie. 
the ends where the wires exit).  Locating a preamp valve near to the windings of a power (or output) 
transformer without bell-end covers (such as where the can capacitor is in the photo of the horizontal mount 
style transformer) may cause hum from magnetic field modulation between cathode and anode, and from 
induction into the grid-cathode circuit loop area. 

For a transformer mounted on the top of a chassis, and with circuitry underneath the chassis, then a metal 
chassis acts as a shield to divert most of the stray field to above the chassis, and attenuate any stray field 
extending underneath the chassis.  The vertical mount style presents a high field to the chassis directly 
underneath the exposed winding near the core base, and that field is not well constrained by a bell end, and 
hence relies on the chassis to provide shielding.  An aluminium chassis is not as good a shield as a steel 
chassis, and so some care is needed when locating sensitive circuitry underneath. 

A flat mount transformer exposes the circuitry underneath the chassis directly to the stray field, so care in 
direction, spacing, and screening is definitely needed. 

The stray field of a power transformer can couple over to a choke, or the output transformer, especially when 
placed close together.  When building an amp from scratch, the common technique is to orient each at right 
angles to the others, and then adjust the layout for minimum coupling between the power transformer and 
choke and output transformer by connecting headphones (or an oscilloscope) to the choke or output 
transformer winding, and energise the power transformer (carefully!), and move the transformers around. 

Magnetic field screening may be needed, especially for transformers or chokes without steel bell ends.  The 
attenuation provided by varying the thickness and type of metal shield is shown below, with steel being the 
simplest effective material to use.  However, attenuation falls with frequency and so at 50-100Hz there is little 
attenuation occurring.  So even with steel bell-ends and chassis, there is still a paramount need to constrain 
any nearby sensitive signal circuit loop area. 

Few vintage transformers came with a flux band (also known as a belly band, hum strap, gauss band or similar) 
comprising a flat wide copper strip encircling the core and winding as a single shorted turn that is quite effective 
in minimising leakage flux normal to the face of the winding.  Retrofitting such a band needs to be done with 
caution, so as to maintain insulation, creepage, and clearance performance to the windings. 
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Horizontal mount style 

 
 

 
 

Vertical mount style  

 

 
Flat mount style 

Figure 27.  Transformer orientations. 
 
Figure 28.  Magnetic field attenuation through 

metal sheet. 
[Analog Device AN-347 application note]  40 mils = 1mm 

  
Figure 29. Illustration of magnetic flux constrained by using a flux band.  [Power line filter design for 

switched-mode power supplies, M.J.Nave, 1991] 
Electromagnetic field sources near to the amplifier (including nearby radio and TV transmitters) may couple into 
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sensitive circuitry such as the input stage.  The standard connection scheme of an isolated input socket with 
grounding switch, and shielded cable connection (both ends of shield used) to the input stage socket, and low 
value grid stopper on the grid pin, may not be sufficient in some noisy environments.   

New communication methods like Ethernet Over Power use 
4-21 MHz signals, whereas mobile/cell frequencies are up 
near 109 Hz.  A strong MHz signal can cause grid conduction 
from overload, resulting in audible interference. 

Some commercial amps use ferrite bead inductors to 
attenuate MHz signals.  However a 10mm long, multi-turn 
bead only presents a few kΩ series impedance, with the 
ferrite material type determining the frequency response.  
The impedance of a grid stopper resistor typically decreases 
with frequency above 1-10Mhz, especially for R>10kΩ parts.  

Low pF bypass capacitors to chassis for signal and ground at 
the input socket are recommended if the incoming audio 
cable does not provide sufficient screening. 

 

 

 
 

Interference could also enter from a speaker 
lead, via the feedback circuit.  The output 
transformer winding presents a high Z to MHz 
type frequencies.  Bypass capacitors to 
chassis are similarly recommended. 

Rectifier and filter wiring layout 
The key with rectifier and filter wiring layout is to define the circuit loop paths of the worst levels of AC current.  
The earlier sections on AC powering illustrate the rectified AC current paths, and which paths may include 
additional higher frequency rectification noise.  The coupling and layout advice in the section on heater wiring 
layout is similarly applicable to rectifier and filter wiring. 

The wiring between power transformer secondary 
winding and the rectifier diodes carries high levels of 
dV/dt due to the high voltage mains waveform, and 
due to the step in voltage at the end of diode turn-off. 
Figure 30 shows the voltage induced in to a CRO 
probe when placed about 1cm from twisted 
transformer secondary wiring to a ss diode doubler 
rectifier circuit.  The largest transient is at diode turn-
off when the winding voltage steps down a few volts.  
The mains waveform has some distortion, so dV/dt is 
not an ideal sine wave in between diode conduction.  

Capacitive coupling to any high impedance signal 
circuit needs to be managed – such as by twisted 
wiring and separation.  Any screening of high voltage 
wiring should only be done with suitably rated cable, 
where the screen is grounded just at diode end, and 
to the main filter ground. 

 
Figure 30.  Capacitive coupled signal from wiring 

Diode ON 
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The capacitance of reverse biased diode junctions 
will also pass parasitic current into the following filter 
circuit due to the substantial dV/dt levels of the 
secondary winding.   

An advantage of using series ss diodes (for PIV 
reasons) also effectively halves the stray coupling 
capacitance.  Using a diode of lower current rating 
also helps – a 1A rated 1N4007 or UF4007 has 
capacitance (15pF @ 4Vr) about 10 times less than 
a 6A rated diode (P600M, 150pF @ 4Vr). 

The turn-off voltage step in Figure 31 shows dV/dt ~ 
10V/20us = 500k, to give a peak step current i ~ 
15pF x 0.5V/us = 7mApk.  As a comparison, a PT 
secondary 240VAC 50Hz sinewave has a maximum 
dV/dt of 2.π.f.Vp ~ 100k (ie. 20% of worst-case in 
Figure 31).  

 
Figure 31.  Voltage of secondary winding in 
doubler rectifier – diode junction to 0V (~100V/div) 

RC snubber networks across rectifying diodes are not recommended, and should be removed when using fast 
recovery diodes, due to the high capacitive coupling from winding to DC filter stage. 

Electrostatic screening of sensitive circuits 
Electrostatic screening places a metal barrier between high AC voltage signal circuits and high-impedance low 
level signal circuits, so as to avoid parasitic capacitive coupling from the high signal level circuit to the low 
signal level circuit.  Any thin metal sheet should suffice, such as aluminium, copper or steel.  A typical location 
for a sheet screen is between output transformer speaker tap wiring (especially PA style 50V - 100V tap 
windings 2), and preamp stages.  Similarly, if power transformer mains or high voltage secondary wiring is close 
to a preamp stage. 

A shielded cable, grounded only at one end, can screen a sensitive signal wire from parasitic capacitive 
coupling to nearby large AC signal voltages, or vice versa can screen a large signal voltage (such as a 
feedback circuit) when laid close to sensitive circuitry.  This is quite important for wiring to front panel volume 
and tone pots.  The screen adds some shunt capacitance to ground, which may introduce unwanted high-
frequency roll-off when transferring a high impedance signal.  Electrostatic screening does not attenuate 
magnetic field coupling, and so the screened cable should be routed in such a way as to minimise loop area 
wherever possible. 

Lowering the impedance to ground of a low-level signal circuit, such as by reducing the value of grid leak 
resistor, also reduces hum coupling. 

The valve socket central spigot (see Figure 9) acts as a screen between input grid circuits, and any nearby 
anode and heater circuits - especially for dual valve devices like 12AX7.  The spigot is normally used as a local 
0V connection terminal (some sockets have a ‘tree’ attachment providing extra terminals instead of the simple 
spigot), but can also act as a screen if connected to a decoupled circuit node such as a bypassed cathode. 

Heater wiring to a preamp stage can benefit from being routed by a shielded twisted pair cable – the twisted 
pair minimises egress of magnetic field, and any net capacitive coupling, and the screen further minimises stray 
capacitive coupling. 

Even capacitors can be orientated to shield the more sensitive end terminal of 
the capacitor.  Many non-polarised capacitor types are made with one terminal 
forming the outside foil layer of the capacitor package, which should be the 
end that is connected to ground or a more stable node (ie. B+), or the lower 
impedance driven end (as in an anode for a coupling cap, compared to the 
more sensitive grid of the next stage).  A dark band identifies the outer layer 
terminal for some capacitors, otherwise a simple test can usually identify the 
outer foil.  Figure 32.  Capacitor outer foil markings. 

  
A power transformer can include an electrostatic screen between the primary and secondary windings to 
minimise the coupling of noise from the mains to the secondary circuit by primary-to-secondary inter-winding 

 
2  If taps on an output transformer aren’t being used, especially PA line transformers, then unsoldering the 
unused leads at the winding, or rolling up the wiring and tucking in to the bell-end, is worthwhile. 

Diode ON 
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capacitance.  The screen lead is typically connected to chassis.  Without a screen, the primary winding end that  
faces the secondary windings should connect to the mains neutral, as neutral is typically close to earth potential 
– a capacitance meter will show the neutral wire as having a higher capacitance to a secondary winding. 

An AC mains power switch on the front panel, and especially when a switch is on the rear of a volume pot, is 
usually managed by twisting the mains AC active and neutral cables, and keeping them as distant from preamp 
circuitry as possible.  If hum is coupling through proximity at the rear of a volume pot, then switching the neutral 
rather than the active can alleviate hum but is a safety risk. 

In vintage amps with top-cap grid connect 
valves like the 6J7, a pressed metal shield 
was needed around glass-envelope tubes to 
provide a combination of electrostatic and 
magnetic shielding due to the close proximity 
to power and output transformer windings, as 
well as the anode structures of nearby rectifier 
and output stage valves.  Noval valve bases 
also commonly had an aluminium bayonet 
shield (Figure 9) for mating with a shield can, 
or came with a split sheet steel slip on tube 
that was connected to the chassis with a wire 
braid.  And the venerable EF86 had a special 
internal screen.  The EF37A used a metallic 
paint coating connected to pin 1. 

            
Figure 33.  External and internal shields. 

Ground to chassis link 
Amplifier circuitry normally has a single link connection from the circuit’s 0V node to the equipment chassis – 
which allows the circuit to be safely ground referenced when used with a mains AC supply that provides a 
protective earth connection (ie. 3-pin supply socket/plug).  A mains AC powered amplifier has the mains supply 
protective earth cable terminating to the equipment chassis (preferably at a separate point than any other 
connection).  The equipment chassis can act as a metal screen encompassing all the amplifier circuitry – as per 
a faraday cage – although many amplifiers just have an open chassis.   

The 0V-to-chassis link can carry stray currents due to the following possible mechanisms: 

a) Stray capacitance between mains AC circuit and 0V. 

Stray capacitance from power transformer primary winding to transformer core causes stray current in 
the chassis, not in the link.  Some transformers include a screen winding between primary and 
secondary windings, which shunts the primary winding stray capacitance current to the screen – and 
then to the chassis as the screen is typically connected to chassis.  Without a screen winding, stray 
capacitance from power transformer primary winding to secondary windings can be significant and 
cause stray current in the link, as the secondary side circuitry is connected to 0V (the main secondary 
HT winding is normally placed over the primary winding).   

b) Stray capacitance between amplifier circuitry and chassis. 

Amplifier circuits with large signal voltage may induce noticeable stray capacitor current to chassis 
metalwork, causing stray current in the link.  Perhaps the largest contributor would be stray 
capacitance between the output transformer primary windings (connected to output stage anodes) and 
the transformer core. 

The power transformer secondary HT winding(s) may also cause stray current to the core, or of more 
significance to a shield winding, causing stray current in the link - that secondary-side voltage 
waveform would normally have higher levels of diode rectifier induced harmonics and dV/dt diode turn-
off transients.  If secondary side induced stray current is larger than primary side induced stray current, 
and has higher levels of harmonics and transients, then the screen is preferably connected to the 0V 
side of the link. 

c) Speaker circuit connected to chassis. 

The speaker circuit is sometimes connected to chassis for convenience.  This will cause stray current 
in the link due to capacitance between output transformer windings and speaker windings.   

When speaker side feedback is used, the speaker 0V connection should be made directly to the 
feedback summing resistor, to avoid extraneous 0V bus noise from being added to the feedback signal.  
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The speaker is then grounded through connection to 0V and the link to chassis.  

d) Ground loop with other mains powered equipment connecting a signal to/from the amplifier.  

A good reference for hum arising from interconnected equipment is [29]. 

Appealing forms of hum 
Most would think of hum as an unwanted signal, 
tainting the amplified sound being listened to.  
However, one investigation [30] of a classic guitar 
amp (Fender Bassman 5F6-A) compared the default 
‘tone’ character, to the same amp when it was 
specially modified to eliminate B+ ripple of the power 
supply.  The subjective conclusion was that the lack 
of 100Hz ripple in the modified amp made it sound 
‘completely different’ (ie. not as pleasant).  

The example spectrum shows inter-modulation of a 
500Hz signal by the100Hz hum signal.  The 
400/600Hz sidebands are significant, and effectively 
introduce a subtle 100Hz vibrato effect. 

 
Figure 34.  Spectrum from a Philips 1173 push-

pull 6M5 PA amp. 
That signal coloration could be retained, whilst suppressing residual hum under idle conditions, by regulation of 
B+ using a top-up regulator [22] designed for vintage amps that only had a small main filter capacitor. 

 

Measuring hum 
If you hear hum through the speaker, and it sounds louder than any background ‘noise’, then a true-rms AC 
meter should provide a suitable measurement of hum voltage across the speaker output, but no information on 
frequency is provided.  With no inputs connected, and the selected input shorted to ground (eg. an RCA 
shorting plug), then turning up and down an amplifier’s gain, tone and volume controls and recording the AC 
voltage at the amplifier’s output may help identify which stages within the amplifier introduce hum.  

An oscilloscope may help interpret the hum signals as well if you can sync to mains frequency and identify the 
period of any displayed signals.  Care is required when probing a signal, as extra signals can couple in to the 
probe and distort or add hum and noise beyond what is sent to the speakers.  The most common concern when 
using a measuring instrument (of any type) is that the measurement probe ground clip is earthed through the 
instrument’s AC mains power cable, and you want to connect it to the amp’s speaker wiring, which is also 
earthed through the amplifier’s mains power cable – hence forming an earth loop.  Even galvanically breaking 
the earth loop can still allow an AC noise loop through parasitic capacitance between power supply transformer 
windings.  A hum/noise loop can be alleviated in a few ways, depending on the test setup, such as using a 
battery powered instrument, or a differential probe, or a signal isolator (eg. USB isolator), or a well set up 
isolation transformer. 

A spectrum analyser provides the best 
interpretation of hum signals, as it 
shows signal magnitude and frequency.    

A spectrum analyser application on an 
Android or iPhone can be used to 
simply sense speaker hum levels from 
the amplifier under test using the 
phone’s microphone.  The spectrum in 
Figure 35 was from a subwoofer with 
amplifier volume up high (but no input 
signal), and clearly shows 50Hz mains 
fundamental hum plus even and odd 
harmonics rising above the background 
ambient.   

Figure 35.  Audible hum measured on Android phone. 
A permanent workbench setup can be very convenient.  The latest commercial bench-top oscilloscopes include 
a spectrum analyser function (eg. Rigol), effectively bypassing the need for commercial spectrum analyser 
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equipment that was quite expensive.  At almost zero cost, a simple voltage divider probe connected to a $1 
USB soundcard connecting to a battery powered laptop running a freeware spectrum analyser program like 
REW V5.1 or VA64 can achieve a good view of hum signals across the audio range (eg. see Figure 22).  
Enhanced performance can be obtained using specialist devices such as a high voltage differential probe 
(more expensive than an oscilloscope, but worth every $)or a better outboard type soundcard with higher 
sampling rate up to 192kHz to increase signal bandwidth up to near 100kHz (USB types are relatively cheap 
and can be battery powered), and a battery powered USB isolator (also cheap) may further alleviate 
measurement hum loops. 

Apart from measuring hum at the speaker output of an amp, investigatory probing of the output of each stage is 
usually required to confirm the relative hum level from each stage.  Lowering a gain or volume pot to min, or 
pulling a valve from its socket, can usually isolate any signal from prior stages, however hum pickup can occur 
between the pot and the valve grid, which can only be confirmed by a temporary short link from grid terminal to 
local ground (eg. at the valve base spigot).   

A simple but important tool for hum 
assessment can be a 6V VRLA 
battery of about 4Ah for temporarily 
powering preamp tube heaters.  
Another adjunct is the temporary 
connection of a filter capacitor to 
assess if B+ ripple or a high 
impedance bypass is contributing to 
hum.   

Although lowering distortion was the 
main interest for amplifiers when the 
Williamson design came out, hum 
levels were also just starting to be 
reported.  The 1947 Radiotronics 
A515 version of the Williamson 
amplifier [31] reported 0.34mV at 
50Hz, and 0.06mV at 100Hz across 
16Ω for a rated 15W output with 
1.55Vrms input, which gives a signal 
to noise ratio SNR 3 of about 90dB.  
The amplifier’s voltage gain is 20dB, 
and the power gain4 was rated at 
44dB at that time [32]. 

The USA National Bureau of 
Standards made a measurement 
comparison in 1951 of hum output 
level from a valve stage, with circuit 
changes including heater DC 
elevation, grid leak value, and 
unbypassed cathode [39]. 

 
                   Figure 36.  Measurement circuit used in [39]. 

Not much has changed over the decades because the circuitry and ‘best practices’ are fairly similar.  A modern, 
well designed, premium hi-fi quality amplifier can achieve a signal to noise ratio SNR better than 90dB with AC 
powered heaters, and exceed 100dB for DC powered heaters, in which case any signal is predominantly non-
hum related noise.  But SNR can be a poor metric to use, as it makes higher powered amps look better, even 
though they may have the same equivalent input hum and noise level.  Bear in mind that the audio signal 
source can easily be the noise floor limit, with an LP record only achieving about 65dB dynamic range, but CDs 
capable of beyond 90dB.   

Interestingly SNR is based on the output noise/hum level at idle, not the noise/hum level when the output signal 
is at rated power level.  For background white noise, the SNR figure is a good indicator of performance, but for 
hum the picture is not so absolute, as some prospective contributors to hum may change when operating at 

 
3  For a 15W amplifier, and 16Ω load, the signal output voltage is √(15*16)=15.5Vrms.  SNR of the 50Hz signal 
is SNR = 20 log (15.5/0.00034) = 93dB.  
4  Input signal power was related to a 1kΩ resistance voltage source driving a 1kΩ load, so input power was 
(1.55V/2)2/1kΩ = 0.0006W, and hence power gain = 10*log(15W/0.0006W) = 44dB.   
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rated power out – such as B+ ripple, and inter-modulation components.  Nowadays, a better method to 
determine SNR could be to asses a spectrum of the output at rated power – the REW V5.1 application can 
calculate THD+N% as well as THD%, and so THD+N% - THD% would indicate the sum of all noise/hum 
contributors when the full rated signal and its harmonics are removed. 

Nowadays, a good ear placed next to a sensitive speaker, when all background noise is kept very low, may be 
able to detect a hum level of -90dB below amplifier rated output, given that a hum signal is somewhat more 
discernible than white noise of the same rms level.  A report on the 90W Maestro amplifier [33] from 1952 
observed that noise (and presumably hum) was inaudible at 1 foot from an ‘efficient modern’ speaker, where 
that amp had a 77.5dB SNR, and a 50dB signal gain. 

 

General Advice 
Most general-purpose technical references, such as tube manufacturer yearly manuals, have assisted amp 
designers over the decades with quality general advice on hum reduction, which many people will steadfastly 
follow.  Magazine articles were also very informative, such as the 1950 article by Fleming [40]. 

Manufacturer advice was typically brief and generically applicable, as befitted the aim of the publication.  An 
example is RCA’s Receiving Tube Manual from 1947 [34], which didn’t change until the early 1960’s [35]. 

 
 

Text used from 1963 onwards. 
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Repair 
A commercial amp that hums is almost certain to have a faulty or degraded part or connection (sometimes 
multiple items).  Performance of parts degrade: electrolytic capacitors age and are typically replaced after 10-
30 years; valves degrade; capacitors leak; resistors drift causing imbalanced circuit operation.  Electrical 
contacts (valve pins to base; plug/sockets; pot wipers; switch contacts; grounding screws/bolts) often need 
cleaning and tightening.  The list goes on, and some amps often exhibit specific age related problems. 
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Appendix A – Fault-finding 
This appendix recommends addressing the following three aspects first, as they aim to check that the 
amplifier’s nominal operation is not likely to blame, and to characterise and locate the region of the hum source. 

As there are so many ways that hum can occur, there is no prescriptive fault-finding process, and tracking 
down one or more hum related problems may require a variety of iterative tests.  As such, the list of further 
fault-finding points is not meant to be prioritised, and depends on the location of the hum source.  Some fault-
finding actions may not be practical without suitable test equipment or electrical competency, and there is also 
risk of damage to the amp or internal parts, and of personal safety, for some tests. 

 

Confirm that the amp is operating correctly. 

• Confirm that all dc voltage levels around the circuit stages are nominal (many schematics identify the 
nominal DC voltages to be expected around the amp’s circuitry). 

• Confirm that AC ripple voltage levels on the B+ power supply rails are nominal.  These levels are not 
normally identified on schematics, and PSUD2 may be helpful to estimate levels. 

• For push-pull (PP) output stages, confirm that the output stage valves have similar operating currents, and 
that the output transformer primary winding currents are balanced.  Some hi-fi amps have balancing test 
facilities built in that allow valve idle current measurements. 

• With no signal input, mechanically rock each valve slightly in its socket, and any signal/speaker plug/socket 
connections, and toggle any functional switches, to identify any poor pin/socket contact resistance. 

The aim is to identify any faulty or poor operating condition, as some of those conditions can cause noticeable 
hum and should be addressed for the healthy operation of the amp. 

 
Identify if the hum can be localised to a stage or section of the amp. 
Depending on the amp, this may be easy to assess by listening to the speaker whilst turning volume or gain 
pots between min and max, and switching any signal functions on or off, and shorting any signal inputs. 

Removing one, some or all signal path valves is a common technique, but requires caution especially when 
removing output stage valves, as the internal B+ voltages distributed around a typical amp may increase 
significantly and cause damage.  Removing an input stage valve is likely to have no consequence, but a 
competent check of the circuitry is recommended. 

Swap out valves for known good valves. 

Temporarily shorting a specific circuit node in the amp may be practical – such as connecting the input grid of a 
valve to local 0V where that valve is a simple cathode biased stage in line with the signal path. 

With the amp schematic and some electronics awareness, the outcomes from the above range of tests may 
localise the origin of the hum to a specific stage in the amp. 

 

Identify the spectrum of the hum.  
It may be just a single frequency at mains or twice mains frequency, or a blend, or some other related signal.  It 
is strongly recommended to not use your ear to confirm a hum frequency.  

There are a variety of electronic methods that could be used, including: 

• recording the speaker output with a microphone or DI, and then using some software with spectrum 
identification to replay the recording. 

• probing the speaker output, or other available signal point, with a scope or soundcard, and using a 
spectrum plotting function or software. 

• probing the speaker output with a microphone on an Android or laptop and using real-time spectrum 
software. 
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Further fault-finding 
If the above general tests indicate a particular section of circuitry is the origin of the hum, and the amp is 
operating nominally, then the following points may assist with further fault-finding. 

For any testing, it is worth making a measurement of the hum level for benchmarking.  This could be just using 
your ear next to the speaker, but care is needed to note the amp settings, and ambient noise etc.  The hum 
level voltage at the speaker terminals may be large enough to measure with a sensitive meter.  The most 
informative measurement is using a spectrum plot, such as from a probe and soundcard and software. 

Input stages. 

• The high level of signal gain from an input stage to the speaker can make quite low levels of hum ingress 
become very noticeable. 

• Swap in a variety of valves, to give confidence that not all valves you have are poor (this usually relates to 
a low heater-to-cathode resistance value). 

• Temporarily short the input grid of valve to the cathode 0V node (for a simple cathode biased stage).  This 
usually identifies any hum ingress between the input socket and the grid. 

• Power the input stage valve(s) heater from a battery supply (leave the AC heater wires as close to their 
original position as possible, and still use the AC heater supply for all the other valves).  This can indicate if 
AC ingress is occurring at the socket or within the valve itself, or just from the local heater wiring. 

• Vary the humdinger pot to check if there is a noticeable minima in hum level for a particular setting.  Install 
a humdinger pot if only a fixed resistor humdinger or heater CT is being used.  Swap the heater phase for 
the input stage, and tune the humdinger pot to see if the total amp hum level is lower (this relates to how 
the humdinger may be minimising the hum in different sections of an amp).  This usually relates to 
asymmetric capacitance coupling from heaters wires to sensitive circuitry (eg. grid pin). 

• Temporarily connect an electrolytic capacitor across the existing stage B+ filter capacitor.  This usually 
relates to the B+ supply having too high a ripple voltage.  Similar technique used for a screen on an input 
pentode. 

 

Output stage. 

• Disconnect any global feedback connection from speaker side of output transformer to any prior stage.  
This relates to the affect of feedback lowering hum that ingresses into the output stage, which tends to 
mask some significant sources of hum. 

• For a push-pull output stage, remove the phase inverter stage or driver stage valve(s).  This relates to 
removing signal from the previous stage. 

• For a push-pull output stage, temporarily disconnect one leg of each coupling cap from the phase inverter 
stage or driver stage valve(s).  This relates to completely removing signal from the previous stage. 

• For fixed biased output stage valve grids, temporarily increase filtering capacitance to the bias supply.  This 
relates to lowering any ripple voltage signal from the bias supply coupling through to the grid. 

• Temporarily connect an electrolytic capacitor across the existing stage B+ filter capacitor.  This usually 
relates to the B+ supply having too high a ripple voltage.  Similar technique used for a screen supply. 

 

For new clone amp builds there is a high risk that the location and orientation of transformers, chokes, valves 
and wiring can cause unforeseen coupling.  For example: 

• coupling from transformer electromagnetic fields, such as from the power transformer over to the 
output transformer can bypass known electrical/schematic signal paths. 

• running low level signal wires near high level signal wires such as mains AC wires and output 
transformer primary winding to anode wires. 

• Not running a power transformer secondary winding full-wave CT wire directly to the first filter capacitor 
negative terminal, and not keeping the CT wire close to the HT wires leading to the diodes, and the 
diode output B+ wire to the filter cap.  That loop has the largest mains frequency related currents, and 
due care is required to keep that loop area small and the loop circuit isolated from other circuitry 0V 
connections except at the first filter capacitor negative terminal (star node). 
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